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Executive Summary
Sharp fourth quarter losses made 2018
a difficult year for investors. The global

In 2017, owning almost any tech stock
worked out well. In 2018, some stocks

stock market (VT) lost 13.0% for the quarter

performed quite well while others saw big

and 9.8% for the year. U.S. and international

losses. Single-stock risk has returned.

stocks, international bonds, gold and

commodities were all down, while U.S. bonds

were flat, making 2018 truly unique for its lack
of winning asset classes.

Utilities were the best performing
sector of Q4. They are also lowly correlated

to the overall market, making them a
valuable tool for diversification and portfolio

The current level of volatility is
historically quite normal and does not

construction.

in any way suggest to us that the long-term

Smart Weighting, our more diversified
sector and style approach to U.S.
stocks, held up moderately better than the

value creation available from stocks or bonds
has fundamentally changed. That doesn’t
make it less uncomfortable.

Stock movements appear to have
become less focused on daily headlines

total U.S. stock market. Sector allocations
added value, especially an overweight to
utilities, while losses in small-caps detracted.

and are instead attempting to weigh the odds
of a meaningful slowdown in global economic
growth. Recessions are nearly impossible to
predict, and indications from both the U.S. and
China are mixed.
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The Big
Picture

Sharp fourth quarter losses made 2018 a difficult year for
investors. The global stock market (VT) lost 13.0% for the
quarter and 9.8% for the year. While the magnitude of declines
was not severe by historical standards, finding anything to
counterbalance losses was especially challenging. A bond rally
in the final weeks narrowly saved 2018 from becoming just the
third year since 1926 that U.S. stocks and bonds both had a
negative return.
U.S. and international stocks, international bonds, gold and
commodities were all down, while U.S. bonds were flat, making
2018 truly unique for its lack of winning asset classes. Still,
allocations to bonds and even international stocks helped make
Q4 more tolerable as U.S. stocks fell fastest.
Over the summer, we saw many rear-view-focused investors
confidently piling onto existing U.S. tech positions, and others
loading up on U.S. stocks in general. Both were greeted with
sharp losses. Some were surprised the S&P 500 actually went
down. In good times or bad, the S&P 500 is just one part of
the global capital markets and is not a good proxy for what
an individual’s portfolio should look like. And any individual
company is subject to significant losses, no matter how great
its track record or its products.

Recent volatility provides a good reminder of the
importance of:
1
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Having a strategic asset allocation utilizing
all major liquid asset classes.

2

Sticking with it.

3

Rebalancing in a disciplined manner.
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Over time, we expect to
generate considerable wealth for
our clients by maintaining more
equal sector and style weights in
U.S. stocks, while simultaneously
employing sophisticated tax
management and comprehensive
financial planning.
But whether looking at any given year or a full market

Our diversified approach helped smooth the ride in Q4,

cycle, high-level asset allocation will be the most import-

but any strategy designed for growth is still subject to

ant driver of your return. One of the biggest mistakes

market fluctuations. The current level of volatility is histori-

is abandoning a strategy at the wrong time, either to

cally quite normal and does not in any way suggest to us

become more aggressive or more conservative.

that the long-term value creation available from stocks or
bonds has fundamentally changed. We absolutely under-

Along the way, communication is critical. Times of height-

stand it is uncomfortable.

ened volatility tend to provoke stronger emotions. When
it comes to investing, this often manifests itself in the form
of fear and greed, which can lead to devastating emotional portfolio decisions. This is often where we add the
most value for clients.
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Market
Review &
Outlook

At the end of September, U.S. stocks (VTI) were up about

Q4 2018 ETF Performance2

10% for the year, while international stocks (VEU) were down

7.5%

3%. Then in Q4, U.S. stocks fell 14%, finishing down 5% for

1.9%

the year. International stocks held up better in Q4 but were
the worst performing asset class for the year, down 14%. U.S.
bonds (AGG) acted as a safe haven, up 2% in the quarter and
flattish for the year.

-6.5%

-11.6%

Sharp declines in early October were attributed to increased

-14.2%

rhetoric on trade with China and messaging from the Fed that

-18.3%
U.S. Equities Int’l Equities

U.S. Bonds

Real Estate

short-term interest rates would continue to rise. However,

Gold

Commodities

by December, there were signs of progress on trade and
Fed Chairman Powell suggested rate hikes may slow in 2019.
Stocks continued to fall anyway.

Trailing One Year ETF Performance2 (12/31/17 – 12/31/18)

This tells us the market is no longer reacting solely to daily

0.1%

headlines but is instead attempting to weigh the odds of a
-1.8%

meaningful slowdown in global economic growth. To clarify, a recession is defined as a sustained period of negative

-5.2%

-6.0%

economic growth, while a bear market is usually considered
a decline of 20% or more in a given index. Bear markets and
recessions are not necessarily joined, though most recessions
-11.6%
come with a bear market or close to it. Also, bear markets

-14.2%
U.S. Equities Int’l Equities

U.S. Bonds

Real Estate

with a recession tend to be longer and deeper than those

Gold

Commodities

that arrive on their own.

Equity ETF Performance1 (12/31/17 – 12/31/18)
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The most popular prediction among prominent
economists seems to be for a recession sometime in
2020. Naturally, the market correction has suddenly made
2019 picks more popular. Some see no recession ahead.
A few years ago, many were calling for a recession in 2017
or 2018. It all goes to show that predicting market cycles

Q4 2018 ETF Performance2

7.5%

is relatively futile, and it is impossible to know whose
prediction may prove right. International Monetary Fund

1.9%

researcher Prakash Loungani said it well: “The record of
failure to predict recessions is virtually unblemished.”

-6.5%

With that backdrop, we note that most economic data
points remain solid, though there are a few weak spots. In
the U.S., unemployment hovers around all-time lows, profits

-11.6%
-14.2%

are at all-time highs and growing, and inflation remains in
check. The housing market remains soft in terms of vol-

-18.3%
U.S. Equities Int’l Equities

U.S. Bonds

Real Estate

Gold

Commodities

ume, but prices continue to move higher in most regions.
Plummeting oil prices may be a possible indication of slowing economic activity.

Trailing One Year ETF Performance2 (12/31/17 – 12/31/18)

0.1%

The yield curve is best described as flat. Much has been
made about the risks of an inverted yield curve, when long-

-1.8%

term interest rates are lower than short-term rates. There is
some historical validity to this, though the timing of the rela-

-5.2%

-6.0%

tionship with growth is quite erratic. In our view, there is no
reason the economy can’t continue to expand nicely with

-11.6%

a flat or modestly inverted yield curve. It is only one factor.

-14.2%
U.S. Equities Int’l Equities

U.S. Bonds

Real Estate

Gold

Commodities

The economy in China is even more mysterious, but after
years of miraculous growth fueled with easy credit, there
are storm clouds on the horizon. Apple’s January 3, 2019,
revenue warning and signs of slowing spending may be
more indicative of the current state of affairs in China than
questionable government data. China is slowing, and tariffs
are contributing to this. The real question is if the centrally

2 Xignite / Indices represented by VTI, VEU, AGG, VNQ, IAU, DBC
1
(12/31/17 – 12/31/18)
(totalEquity
return) /ETF
DatePerformance
created: 1-03-2019
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managed economy can navigate a soft landing or if it will
plummet into a state of zero or negative growth.
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Total Foreign Stocks (VEU)

85

8
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Stock prices are just as hard to predict as
economic cycles – no one has a crystal ball.
In our view, the outlook is fairly balanced.
If anything, the declines make equities more attractive

A common narrative was that America First was working

than they were a few months ago. Valuations are

and the president’s lower tax and regulatory agenda

mixed. The forward PE of the S&P 500 is at 15, which is

was good for the market. Now, just a few months

compelling relative to still low interest rates. However,

later, there is increased commentary in the media and

other metrics such as price to sales or the value of the

around Wall Street that unpredictability from the current

U.S. market compared to GDP show stocks remaining

administration is bad for markets and is contributing to

expensive. International stocks are trading at lower

declines. A prolonged government shutdown as of this

valuations and are now compelling on this basis.

writing is a possible example, though we expect this will
be resolved with minimal overall impact.

Many stocks that traded at scary valuations just a few
months ago look a lot more reasonable now. Stocks are

In our view, “who is president” is usually less important

one of the only things people seem to want to buy less of

to markets than most people think. Taxes matter, tariffs

when they are cheaper, but the reality is that stocks are

matter, and national security matters. But the market

on sale, at least compared to a few months ago.

forces driving economic cycles in the U.S., Europe and
Asia are much bigger and wider.

Sentiment has turned into a bullish factor in our view.
Fairly recently, confidence was high and many were piling

As the Democrats take control of the House in 2019,

into U.S. growth stocks. Now, we’re seeing more bearish

the political circus will likely grow even more chaotic.

views from both retail and professional forecasters than

There will be more investigations into the president

we have seen in some time. In our experience, stocks

and more conflict and division. It is hard not to see this

have better prospects looking ahead when fear over-

trend as troubling for our nation, but it can be a mistake

takes greed.

to read too much into how this impacts equity or debt
valuations. America has faced division, war and many

Politics and policy continue to play a role. When President

other challenges in the past. Stocks have always marched

Trump surprised the world by winning the 2016 election,

higher over time.

stock futures plummeted overnight but recovered and
headed higher almost immediately. A 2017 corporate tax

On trade, we’re cautiously optimistic. Leaders in both

cut fueled further gains. By mid-2018, international stocks

China and the U.S. have significant political motivation to

were in decline but the S&P 500 kept moving higher.

find a way to report a victory on trade. As 2020 elections near, President Trump will want to remove anything
hindering growth – especially tariffs that can be pinned
directly on him by opponents.
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Bitcoin
Only a year ago, Bitcoin was trading near 20,000 and was
top of mind for many. It finished the year below 4,000,
down over 70% for 2018. We don’t have a forecast for
Bitcoin and continue to view it as a vehicle for speculation.

Bonds
Bonds were largely despised for most of 2018. Stocks
were busy posting strong returns while bonds were
in the red. Most were convinced Fed rate hikes would
drive bond prices lower. However, when stocks began
to fall, bonds resumed their historical role of stabilizing investment portfolios, gaining about 2% in Q4.
As we head into 2019, the U.S. aggregate bond
market yields a little over 3%. This remains uninspiring
but is higher than a year ago. Bonds are designed to
provide a consistent positive return. There is always
a chance bonds will have another flattish or even
somewhat negative year in 2019, but we expect
a diversified fixed income portfolio will most likely
provide a modest positive return. If stocks do resume
a downward trajectory or the Fed shifts gears and
decides it should stop rate hikes, bonds will be the
most popular part of many portfolios. Fear around
bonds remains overblown in our view.
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Return of
Single-Stock
Risk

In 2017, owning almost any tech stock worked out well. The most popular consumer-facing stocks were the headliners – even earning their own
acronym, “FAANG” (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, Google).
This year, single-stock risk returned and it mattered a lot more which name
you owned. Some of the FAANG stocks did quite well for the full year, but
like the “BRIC”s (Brazil, Russia, India, China) in the mid-2000s, whenever
a certain part of the market becomes so popular that it gets an acronym
popular on CNBC, it is probably time to be cautious.
Speculating with concentrated positions is fine for those who want to
gamble, but it is important to understand the risks. Stocks that rise the
fastest are often the same ones that fall the fastest when the music stops.
We see below what has happened in a correction. If there is a full-blown
bear market, the breadth and depth of decliners on this list will expand
significantly. There is no such thing as a safe single stock.

Extended FAANG
Source: YCharts

Company

Market Cap
(millions)

Performance

Performance

Full Year 2018

9/20 Peak to Year End



Facebook, Inc.

$394,111

-25.7%

-21.0%



Apple, Inc.

$697,716

-5.4%

-28.1%



Amazon.com Inc

$771,348

28.4%

-22.8%



Netflix, Inc.

$129,160

39.4%

-26.7%



NVIDIA Corp.

$83,338

-30.8%

-49.8%



Alphabet, Inc.

$737,194

-1.0%

-12.7%



Vanguard Total
Stock Market ETF

-5.2%

-14.7%
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Utilities

We take it for granted that when we flip the switch, our lights will come on.
Utilities stocks are often viewed with a similar lack of excitement, or perhaps
as meant for retirees looking for high dividend yields.

2018 Sector Relationships with the Total U.S. Stock Market

Source: YCharts
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It’s true – in 2018, utilities had the second lowest
average daily change among sectors.
But that only tells part of the story. Because there were many days the market
was up and utilities were down, and vice versa, utilities had the largest average
daily absolute difference from the market. So, while on an absolute basis they
were a safe harbor, compared to the market utilities were a sector for the bold.
Incidentally, they were also the second-best performing sector of the year and
the only sector that was positive in Q4. Utilities are not as exciting to think about
or invest in compared to tech leaders like Amazon. In fact, in the U.S., all utilities
combined have roughly the same value as Amazon. But that doesn’t mean they
should be ignored.
We don’t have a favorite sector. In fact, we expect all sectors should perform
about the same over very long periods of time. We expect to benefit from disciplined rebalancing, not bets or timing. But from a risk management perspective,
low correlation to the market makes utilities a valuable part of the tool kit for
diversification and portfolio construction.
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Thank you
for your
interest

Bill Harris, Craig Birk, and Kyle Ryan
THE PERSONAL CAPITAL ADVISORS INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
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3 Lagoon Drive, Suite 200

ATL

Redwood City, CA 94065

DEN

999 18th Street, Suite 800
Denver, Colorado 80202

SF

3340 Peachtree Rd NE
Atlanta, Ga 30326

DAL

901 Main Street , Suite 4600
Dallas, TX 75202

250 Montgomery St, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94104

This communication and all data are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell
securities. You should not rely on this information as the primary basis of your investment, financial, or tax planning decisions.
You should consult your legal or tax professional regarding your specific situation. Third-party data is obtained from sources
believed to be reliable. However, PCAC cannot guarantee that data’s currency, accuracy, timeliness, completeness or fitness
for any particular purpose. Certain sections of this commentary may contain forward-looking statements that are based on
our reasonable expectations, estimate, projections and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future
performance and involve certain risks and uncertainties, which are difficult to predict. Past performance is not a guarantee
of future return, nor is it necessarily indicative of future performance. Keep in mind investing involves risk. The value of your
investment will fluctuate over time and you may gain or lose money.

personalcapital.com

